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Abstract: It is intended to establish a C programming for the purpose of removal of trash in an automatic way in carding machine. For selection of 
degree of cleaning, it has to be considered other process factors like fiber loss, fiber rupturing, neps generation etc. Higher degree of cleaning causes 
higher degree of fiber loss. Fiber loss causes great loss of money as raw cotton purchasing cost consumes 50% to 60% of total manufacturing cost of 
yarn in terms of Bangladesh. Abreast, fiber loss is affected the cleaning system because the system is designed for fiber cleaning, not for fiber loss. So, 
it is important to measure the performance of the system. For this reason, we have chosen two terms, ‗Cleaning Efficiency (C.E.)‘ to measure the degree 
of cleaning & ‗Effective Cleaning (E.C.)‘ to measure the performance of the system. In this paper, it is intended to describe a relationship between these 
two terms and establish a C programming. The ultimate result of this project is to establish an automated system for monitoring trash in carding 
machine.  
          
Index Terms: Cleaning Index, Cleaning Efficiency, Cleaning Effectiveness, Trash content, C programming.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

An automated fiber processing system for processing of fiber 
stock in a continuous, uninterrupted process from fiber bales 
to the formation of spun yarn. The system comprises fiber 
stock opening means and first air transport means for 
conveying fiber stock therefrom to feeder blending means for 
blending the fiber stock; opening and cleaning means for 
opening and cleaning of the fiber stock; hopper means for 
receiving the opened and cleaned fiber stock for providing a 
supply of opened and blended fiber stock; feeding means for 
transportation of fiber stock from the hopper means to a 
plurality of carding-type machines which are adapted so that 
the carded fiber stock will be doffed therefrom in loose fiber 
form [1]. Automation is technique that allows machines and 
various parts of industries to move by itself. In other words 
automation is a set of various controlled strategies that 
operate the machine with little human interference, which also 
results in improved performance of machine. Industrial 
automation is the use of control such as computers to control 
industrial machinery and processes, replacing human 
operators. It deals with the optimization of energy-efficient 
drive systems by precise measurement and control 
technologies [2].    There are various operating regions in a 
carding machine to fulfill the objects of it. These are Feed 
Region, Taker-in Region, Cylinder and Flat Region, Flat Region 
and Taker-in Region.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Among the above mentioned operating regions, only the taker-
in region will be discussed and among the tasks of taker-in 
only the elimination of impurities like trash will be considered 
throughout this paper. In the case of a revolving-flats 
carding machine the theory predicts a ―strong‖ aerodynamic 
mechanism between taker-in and cylinder and a ―weak‖ 
mechanism between cylinder and removal cylinder resulting in 
effective transfer in the first case and a more limited transfer in 
the second [4]. 

 
2 METHODS 
 
2.1 Cleaning Index 
It is found in the book ―Manual of Textile Technology‖ 
(Volume1) wrote by Warner Klein (1987). The writer introduces 
the term to measure the degree of cleaning and RIETER also 
takes the concept for practical use. According to the definition 
of the cleaning index. 
Cleaning Index, CI =  (DF-DD)/DF x 100% ..................[5] 
Where,  
DF= Dirt content of the feed material 
DD = Dirt content of the delivery material   
 
2.2 Cleaning Efficiency 
Approximately 90% cleaning efficiency is achieved with the 
help of carding machine. During carding process, different 
kinds of faults occur. In order to clean, it is necessary to 
eliminate about as much fibers as foreign material. Since the 
proportion of fibers in waste differs from one machine to 
another, and can be strongly influenced, the fiber loss at each 
machine should be known. It can be expressed as a 
percentage of good fiber loss in relation to total material 
eliminated, i.e. in cleaning efficiency (CE).    
   
  
Cleaning efficiency, CE = (AT-AF/AT) x100%................ [6]  
Where,  AT = Total waste% 
               AF = Good fibers eliminated% 
Fiber loss and neps generation are inter connected with the 
degree of cleaning. If we increase the degree of cleaning, fiber 
loss as well as neps generation will be increased (Chaouch et 
al (2006).  
According to Zellweger USTER, the cleaning efficiency of 
Cardin, can be classified as follows:   
  

_______________________ 
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                                             TABLE 1 
              Classification of cleaning efficiency for the card 
 

Class Interpretation 

> 90% Very good 

80% - 90% Good 

70% - 80% Average 

60% - 70% Bad 

< 60% Very bad 

             
2.3 Effective Cleaning 
Carl A. Lawrence mentions this term in his book, 
―Fundamentals of Spun Yarn Technology‖ (2003) under article 
2.2.5.3 [5]. He says, ―Some unavoidable fiber loss occurs 
during mechanical cleaning‖. The settings of grid spacing will 
evidently control the fiber content of the waste. When 
considering the fiber loss, we can refer to the effective 
cleaning (EC) of a machine.   
 
Effective Cleaning, EC =        x100% ………………[7]
  
Where,  WT  = Mass of waste 
               WF  = Mass of fiber in the waste 
               WIN = Mass value of impurities in the fiber at 
the input   
 
He also wrote about a concept of cleaning efficiency. He 
defined it as 
Cleaning Efficiency, CE = (W IN-WOUT)/W IN x 100%   
Where, W IN = Mass value of impurities in the fiber at the input 
            WOUT= Mass value of impurities in the fiber at the 
output  

 
2.4 Deduction of Relationship between CE & EC  
 
By the definition of cleaning Efficiency, 
 
CE% =   (TIN-TOUT)/TIN x 100%---------------------- (i)  
OR, CE%=        TR/TIN x 100% ------------------------- (ii) 
     

Where,  TIN  = Trash weight of input material 
               TOUT  = Trash weight of output material 
               TR  = Removed trash weight  
 

By the definition of effective cleaning, 
EC% =     (TR-FT)/TIN    -------------------------------------- (iii) 
  
Where,  FT = Fiber mass in removed trash   
 
Or,  EC% = (TR/TIN x100%) – (FT/TINx100%) 

      
Or,  EC% = CE% -(FT/TINx100%)  ; [From equation (ii)] 
                   
Therefore, EC% = (CE – FT/TIN) x 100% ----------------- (iv)  
                
This is the relationship between cleaning efficiency & effective 
cleaning [3].     

 
3 RESULT  
This work is grown up on the basis of a theoretical concept 
and it is not practically used. But it will provide some virtual 
data on the basis of some virtual command developed in the C 
program. So it is necessary to make automated carding for 

reducing the waste of fiber. 

 
4 CODE FOR CALCULATION OF EC FROM CE 
Algorithm,  
a) Start the work     
b) Read the cleaning efficiency in percentage    
c) Read the fiber weight in removed trash in gram   
d) Read the trash weight of output material in gram   
e) Find out the effective cleaning in percentage by using the 
formula d=(a-(b/c))  
f) Print the result   
g) Stop the work 
 
Program:  
  
# include <stdio.h>  
 int main ()   
{   
    float a,b,c,d;   
    printf("Enter Cleaning Efficiency Percentage=");   
    scanf("%f",& a);    
    printf("Enter Fiber Weight in Removed Trash in gram=");    
    scanf("%f",& b);    
    printf("Enter Trash Weight in Input Material in gram=");    
  
    scanf("%f", & c);    
    d= (a - (b/c));    
   printf("\nEffective Cleaning Percentage=%f",d);    
   return 0;  
 } 
Output :  
Enter the CE% = 85   
Enter the fiber weight in removed trash in gram =2    
 
 
Enter the trash weight of input material in gram =8   
Effective Cleaning % = 84.75    
       
       
       
  
 
 
 
       
       
        
 
 
 
 
 
With the help of the above code, one can calculate the 
effective cleaning in percentage from the percentage of 
cleaning efficiency when the information about fiber weight in 
removed trash and trash weight of input material is known.  

 
5 BENEFITS OF *C* LANGUAGE 
Programming courses are compulsory for most engineering 
degrees, but students‘ performance on these courses is often 
not as good as expected. Programming is difficult for students 
to learn, given that it includes a lot of new, complex, and 
abstract topics. All of this has led experts to the conclusion 

 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Result after Running the Code. 

WT-WF 
WIN 
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that new teaching techniques are required if students are to be 
motivated and engaged in learning on programming courses 
[9].     
i)  As a middle-level language, C combines the features of 
both high-level and low-level languages. It can be used for 
low-level programming, such as scripting for drivers and 
kernels and it also supports functions of high-level 
programming languages, such as scripting for software 
applications etc. 
ii) C is a structured programming language which allows a 
complex program to be broken into simpler programs called 
functions. It also allows free movement of data across these 
functions. 
iii) C language is case-sensitive which means lowercase and 
uppercase letters are treated differently. 
iv)  C is highly portable and is used for scripting system 
applications which form a major part of Windows, UNIX, and 
Linux operating system. 
v)  C is a general-purpose programming language and can 
efficiently work on enterprise applications, games, graphics, 
and applications requiring calculations, etc. 
vi) C language has a rich library which provides a number of 
built-in functions. It also offers dynamic memory allocation. 
vii) C implements algorithms and data structures swiftly, 
facilitating faster computations in programs. 
 

6 THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY   
We are living in a modern world and our day to day life is 
depending on the automation system, that‘s why this study will 
help us for making new modern machineries. In this paper, a 
few relationship and conditions are established, which can be 
used in practical life. To use them, it is necessary to know the 
appropriate code language that can read a carding machine 
and a specialist to transfer the codes into the machine.  
 

7 LIMITATIONS   

As this work is establish a C programming logic, we cannot be 
able to apply it in real life. Besides, the project has some other 
limitations such as the surface speed of taker-in is accounted 
for this project and there are some other parameters like grid 
setting, mote knives etc. are not taken into account. 
   

8 CONCLUSION 
It is a theoretical concept to remove trash automatically from 
the feed material in the carding machine. For an efficient 
process it is needed to make an automated machine including 
C programming .For this purpose, we can take help from 
matrix data analysis to build up a classimat matrix like used in 
winding machine. Though it‘s an automated system, so it‘s 
badly in need in our modern age, where lots of technologies 
are taken place in replace of conventional machines.  
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